
Enodatio Solutions accelerates Laings' 
bank reconciliations with Auto Bank RecTM 

Client Profile
Established in 1862, Laings is a well  known,  specialist 
supplier  of  bathrooms,  kitchens  and  bedrooms.   Their 
reputation  for  top  quality  products,  workmanship  and 
experience has allowed them to build steadily over recent 
years and Laings now employs more than 60 staff across 
four stores with a turnover in excess of £7.8 million.

Objective
Laings  had  relied  upon  an  existing  automatic  bank 
reconciliation program for a number of years.  When they 
installed Access Accounts in 2004, their existing solution 
needed to  be replaced with  a package which  had the 
flexibility to operate with their new systems. 

Roy  Duncan,  Financial  Director  at  Laings,  explains: 
“Having sampled the benefits of automatic reconciliation, 
we knew that  manual reconciliation was not an option. 
We  needed  an  application  which  could  reconcile  our 
accounts  quickly  and  which  had  a  reputation  for 
integrating well with our new accounts software.”

Solution
Laings decided to deploy Auto Bank Rec in 2004 and are 
very pleased with the results.
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“Auto Bank Rec is fantastic.  It is 
so much quicker and safer than 
trying to match transactions by 
hand.” - Assistant Financial 
Controller, Shirley Andrews

The simplest way to reconcile your accounts
with your bank statements.

Summary Client Information

Client:       James Laing & Sons Ltd

Industry:    Manufacturing & design

Turnover: £7.8m

Stores (UK): 4

Monthly Transactions:300 - 600

Auto Bank Rec
TM

 - Key Benefits

(1) Saves time & resources

(2) Reduces risk of human error

(3) Provides a flexible solution



Shirley Andrews, Assistant Financial Controller at Laings, 
explains:

“Auto Bank Rec works beautifully.   Before we started to 
automate our reconciliations, I would spend almost all my 
time  manually  working  through  the  process.   Now,  our 
weekly reconciliations take just a few minutes to complete. 
It really is amazing.”

Flexibility for the Future
When  Laings  switched  banks  in  2007,  their  new bank 
provided statements in a different bank statement format. 
Laings  were  pleased  by  how easily  the  software could 
adapt to import a new style of bank statement. 

“The process was very straight forward.  It's great that the 
software has the flexibility to deal with any changes to our 
business  as  soon  as  they  occur,”  commented  Roy 
Duncan.  

“This means we can feel confident that Auto Bank Rec will 
meet our needs as our business continues to grow.”
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Quick, innovative and
easy to use.

Designed to operate 
with all the main 
accounts packages and 
bank statement formats

For more information, please contact your reseller 
or email sales@enodatio.com


